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RLS-PSM: A Robust and Accurate Password
Strength Meter Based on Reuse,

Leet and Separation
Qiying Dong , Chunfu Jia , Fei Duan, and Ding Wang

Abstract— Password strength meters (PSMs) are being widely
used, but they often give conflicting, inaccurate and misleading
feedback, which defeats their purpose. Except for fuzzyPSM, all
PSMs assume passwords are newly constructed, which is not
true in reality. FuzzyPSM considers password reuse, six major
leet transformations and initial capitalization, and performs the
best as evaluated by Golla and Dürmuth at ACM CCS’18. On the
basis of fuzzyPSM, we propose a new PSM based on Reuse, Leet
and Separation, namely RLS-PSM. First, we classify password
reuse behaviors into capitalization and those that use special
characters for leet or separation, and calculate the corresponding
probabilities. Then, to balance efficiency and precision, we use
Long Short-Term Memory to calculate the probabilities of
alphanumeric strings. Besides, we propose to use benchmark
passwords to show the relative strength of a password. Due to the
varied impacts of different service types and diversified economic
value of websites, we consider parameter settings of RLS-PSM
under six different service types. Finally, we use the Monte
Carlo method and weighted Spearman coefficient to measure and
compare the robustness and accuracy of RLS-PSM, leading PSMs
(including Markov-based PSM, PCFG-based PSM, fuzzyPSM,
RNN, and Zxcvbn), and password cracking tools (including JtR
and Hashcat). We find that the robustness of RLS-PSM is signif-
icantly higher than all counterparts when evaluating attempts
> 104 (e.g., on average, Fraction of Successfully Evaluated
passwords of RLS-PSM is 18.9% higher than fuzzyPSM). The
accuracy of RLS-PSM is also better than other mainstream PSMs
used for comparison in this paper, except for fuzzyPSM.

Index Terms— Password strength meters, password reuse, leet
transformations, separation, relative strength.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

PASSWORDS are the most widely used method of identity
authentication [1], which are the primary defense to

maintain the security of systems and protect users’ privacy [2].
With the rapid development of Internet technologies, more and
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TABLE I

STRENGTH FEEDBACK OF DIFFERENT SERVICE TYPES OF HIGH-PROFILE

WEBSITES TO COMMON PASSWORDS†

more services require users to log in with their passwords.
However, many users tend to create weak passwords that are
easy to guess, or use the same password repeatedly on multiple
websites [3], [4]. These vulnerable behaviors bring serious
security risks to both systems and users.

To address this issue, mainstream Internet service providers
use password strength meters (PSMs) to provide feedback of
password strength to users when users register or modify their
passwords. Only the PSM with accurate strength feedback can
significantly improve the strength of users’ passwords [5]–[7].
However, the widely used PSMs often provide inaccurate and
misleading feedback, and the evaluation results of different
websites also contradict each other [20]. Thus, when faced
with real-world guessing attacks, the claimed security given
by these PSMs may be overestimated. Table I shows the
inconsistencies of strength evaluation for the same password
from different high-profile websites.

For example, for a common password Password, Taobao
evaluates it as “reject” and “few character types”, Amazon
evaluates it as “accept”, and 126 evaluates it as “accept” and
“medium security”. This proves that even for websites of the
same service type (e.g., Taobao and Amazon), the results
of strength evaluation of the same password vary greatly.
Besides, users often mistakenly believe that only appending
digits or special characters at the end of a password, or simply
capitalizing the initial, can upgrade the original weak password
to a strong password [8], [9]. For instance, Taobao evaluates
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password as “reject” and “few character types”, and it
evaluates password123 and P@ssword which are the most
commonly used weak passwords as “accept” and “medium
security”. Attackers can easily crack these passwords with
simple leet rules (see Hashcat [10] and fuzzyPSM [8]).

Except for fuzzyPSM [8], mainstream PSMs (e.g.,
[11]–[17]) in academia and industry all assume that pass-
words are newly constructed from scratch when a user reg-
isters, which doesn’t conform to the real-world password
construction habits: According to research on users’ habits
of constructing passwords [3], [8], about 80% of users show
password reuse behaviors, and about half of users reuse pass-
words without modification. Thus, a well-designed PSM shall
consider users’ reuse behaviors, and fuzzyPSM [8] generally
performs the best in evaluating passwords with low guess
numbers accordingly.

FuzzyPSM [8] is based on the fuzzy-PCFG algorithm.
PCFG [18] (i.e., probabilistic context-free grammar) is good
at accurately capturing password structures based on char-
acter types, but it can only generate passwords with sim-
ilar structures/parts to passwords in the training set [19].
PCFG-based PSM [16] also retains these properties. For
fuzzyPSM, Wang et al. [8] took datasets of weak strength (e.g.,
Rockyou and Tianya) as base dictionaries, and took datasets
of moderate strength (e.g., Phpbb and Weibo) as training sets.
They considered six kinds of common leet transformations
and the corresponding probabilities, including a↔@, s↔$,
o↔0, i↔1, e↔3 and t↔7. They also considered the
probability of capitalizing the first letter of a base password
segment. Therefore, fuzzyPSM [8] performs the best under
online guessing [20], and can be improved under offline
guessing scenarios.

Inspired by fuzzyPSM [8], we propose a robust and accurate
PSM called RLS-PSM, based on password Reuse, Leet trans-
formations and Separation. In contrast with fuzzyPSM [8],
we mainly make the following improvements:
– We construct the basic dictionary, which is composed of

basic passwords (consisting of lowercase letters and dig-
its) in password datasets of the same service type with
the targeted site. This is because users’ password reuse
behaviors often occur between accounts of similar service
types [21]. Thus our method can obtain accurate parameter
values when RLS-PSM is used for different service types.
It is worth noting that, the “basic (base) passwords” of
fuzzyPSM [8] are in a base dictionary (i.e., a password
dataset of weak strength), which are quite different from
our “basic passwords”. See Sec. III-B for details.

– Based on password reuse, we divide users’ password con-
struction behaviors into capitalization in all positions of
a password, and those that use special characters for leet
transformations or separation. We, for the first time, propose
fuzzy matching algorithm to calculate the probabilities of
these usage cases.

– Considering that user-constructed passwords are usually
simple in structures and rich in semantics, we use Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to calculate the probabilities
of basic passwords. Furthermore, the composition of strings
generated by LSTM is more random and diverse [9], [22],

which makes RLS-PSM more robust than its counterparts
under offline guessing scenarios (see Sec. IV-C.1). More-
over, RLS-PSM performs only slightly inferior to fuzzyPSM
[8] in online guessing scenarios.
Most PSMs in the industry can only give users simple

strength rating results (e.g., “strong”, “medium”, “weak”)
or strength color bars. Thus, we believe that a PSM will
be better if it makes users have an intuitive sense of the
strength of their passwords [5]. Hence RLS-PSM shows two
aspects of password strength to users: Absolute strength and
relative strength. Website administrators can set up benchmark
passwords according to the method in Sec. III-C to show
relative strength. Meanwhile, RLS-PSM also shows a user
the ranking of her password strength in the system, that is,
peer-pressure motivator [7], expressed as the top percent. For
an entered password that is not strong enough, RLS-PSM will
generate several groups of candidate passwords with sufficient
strength and recommend them to the user.

The economic value and password policies of diverse
services are quite different, with an apparent “stratification”
phenomenon [23]. Password strength is not a constant and
it largely depends on its application scenario [17]. Therefore,
the parameter settings of PSMs shall be adjusted accordingly.
Based on these facts, we select six kinds of common websites
with different service types, and set parameters for RLS-
PSM respectively. This makes RLS-PSM very practical in the
following scenario: A newly established website can directly
apply the robust RLS-PSM with parameters set under the
corresponding service type. This is proved by the results of
classification validity experiments in Sec. IV-C.1.

A. Contributions

(1) A new PSM. We propose a robust and accurate
PSM, called RLS-PSM, based on password Reuse,
Leet transformations and Separation. We use the Monte
Carlo method [24] to simulate evaluating attempts to
measure the robustness, and use the weighted Spear-
man correlation coefficient (wspearman) [20] to mea-
sure the accuracy. We compare RLS-PSM with leading
PSMs (including Markov-based PSM [17], PCFG-based
PSM [16], fuzzyPSM [8], RNN [15], and Zxcvbn [14]),
and password cracking tools (including Hashcat [10] and
JtR [25]). The experimental results show that, the robust-
ness of RLS-PSM is significantly higher than its coun-
terparts, especially in offline guessing scenarios (i.e.,
evaluating attempts > 104). For example, on average,
Fraction of Successfully Evaluated (FSE) passwords of
RLS-PSM is 18.9% higher than fuzzyPSM [8], and its
average FSE reaches 83.1% when evaluating attempts
≈ 1010. The accuracy of RLS-PSM is also better than
other mainstream PSMs used for comparison in this paper,
except for fuzzyPSM [8].

(2) Insights on password reuse. We divide password con-
struction behaviors based on password reuse into capital-
ization in all positions of a password, and those that use
special characters for leet transformations or separation.
We, for the first time, propose fuzzy matching algo-
rithm to calculate the probabilities of these usage cases.
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TABLE II

BASIC INFO ABOUT THE REAL-WORLD PASSWORD DATASETS

With this method, we overcome the shortcomings of previ-
ous research, such as the lack of important transformations
(e.g., JtR [25] only stipulates limited heuristic rules), and
the inability to calculate probabilities (e.g., Zxcvbn [14]).
What’s more, seeing that user-constructed passwords are
usually simple in structures and rich in semantics [26],
[27], we adopt LSTM to calculate the probabilities of
alphanumeric substrings of a password, which achieves
a good balance between accuracy and efficiency.

(3) Practical PSM configuration. We, for the first time,
use benchmark passwords in a PSM to show a user the
relative strength of her password, and recommend suffi-
ciently strong candidate passwords based on the entered
password. This is recommended in Human-Computer
Interaction research by Egelman et al. [7]. Taking into
account that the economic value and password policies
of different websites are varied, we select 12 large-scale
real-world password datasets leaked from sites of six most
common service types to train RLS-PSM respectively, and
give the corresponding parameter settings. We also do
homogeneous and heterogeneous experiments to prove the
importance of setting different parameters of PSMs based
on the service types.

II. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

To accurately evaluate password strength, we need to com-
prehensively consider users’ password construction behaviors.
Before that, we show the basic information of 12 leaked
password datasets of six service types used in this paper in
Table II. The characteristics of each service type are shown in
Sec. III-C and Sec. IV-A.

A. Impact of Character Types on Password Security

NIST PSM [11] divides characters in passwords into four
types: Lowercase letters (L), uppercase letters (U), digits (D),
and special characters (S). Because the passwords with short
lengths and only basic characters (i.e., lowercase letters
and digits) are easy to crack, website administrators often
encourage users to set strong passwords, by specifying the
minimum character types in passwords. In some ways, this
method can improve password security [28]. In Tianya dataset
(see Table II), we calculate the ranking of passwords after
a series of common transformations on the basic password

TABLE III

GUESS NUMBERS OF PASSWORDS OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT
TRANSFORMATION METHODS GIVEN BY FOUR TYPICAL PSMs

password, and test their actual guess numbers with Markov-
based PSM [17], PCFG-based PSM [16] and Zxcvbn [14]. The
results are shown in Table III.

It can be seen from Table III that, even if the most common
transformations are adopted, such as initial capitalization (e.g.,
password→Password), appending special characters at
the end of the password (e.g., Password→Password!),
and changing some characters into special characters (e.g.,
password123→p@ssword123), guess numbers fluctuate
significantly. Moreover, password strength can be substan-
tially increased by adding special characters compared with
initial capitalization (e.g., password123→Password123
and password123→password@123). Another interesting
phenomenon is that, when a password already contains special
characters, initial capitalization may counter-intuitively reduce
password strength (e.g., p@ssword123→P@ssword123),
which may be caused by users’ preferences. Therefore,
we cannot simply think that capitalization or adding special
characters can undoubtedly increase the password strength. To
measure the impact of uppercase letters and special characters
on password strength, we propose fuzzy matching algorithm
for RLS-PSM (see Sec. III-B).

B. Capitalization and Leet Transformations

Some PSMs (e.g., [8], [14]) and password cracking tools
(e.g., [10], [25]) do assess the impact of uppercase letters on
password strength. Specifically, Zxcvbn [14] doesn’t take into
consideration where the uppercase letters appear, it estimates
the capitalization factor of a password by measuring the
proportion of uppercase letters. Hashcat [10] and JtR [25]
set the rule that any lowercase letter in a password can
be transformed to the corresponding uppercase letter. This
rule could be better convinced if it calculates how likely a
lowercase letter is to be transformed into an uppercase letter.
Based on this, fuzzyPSM [8] considers the probability of
capitalizing the first letter of a password. However, it seems
necessary to take into account the uppercase letters that appear
in other positions besides the first, because they account for
a large proportion of certain service types (such as Portal
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TABLE IV

TOP 10 PASSWORDS WITH SPECIAL CHARACTERS IN DATASETS OF DIFFERENT SERVICE TYPES†

Fig. 1. Probabilities of capitalization in different positions of passwords
of different service types (see Table II). The value of index represents the
corresponding index position of the password.

and Social), as shown in Fig. 1. This is more in line with
users’ password construction behaviors. As the probabilities
of different uppercase letters are not the same, we calculate
them at any position of a password.

Many password cracking tools (e.g., JtR [25] and
Hashcat [10]) preset dozens of leet transformation rules,
including single character transformation (e.g., a→@) and
multi-character transformation (e.g., for→4). These tools are
heavily reliant on dictionaries and will get saturated soon, and
have low robustness [19], [29]. Zxcvbn [14] specifies different
transformations in each pattern. None of these PSMs give
the probability of each leet transformation yet. FuzzyPSM [8]
based on the fuzzy-PCFG algorithm specifies six common leet
transformations. It could be better if it covers a wider variety
of common leet transformations and the probabilities. So we
propose fuzzy matching algorithm to find and record varied leet
transformations and calculate the corresponding probabilities
in password datasets of different service types.

C. Role of Special Characters in Passwords

In previous studies, special characters in passwords are
often regarded as randomly selected strings (e.g., S seg-
ment in PCFG-based PSM [16]), common characters (e.g.,
Markov-based PSM [17]) or the results of performing leet
transformations (e.g., a→@ and s→$ in fuzzyPSM [8]).

However, Wang et al. [8] pointed out that a large proportion
of users would choose to insert special characters in different
positions of old passwords to improve their strength. Specif-
ically, to facilitate memory, many users add special strings
before (e.g., *123456), between (e.g., 1230.123) or after
(e.g., 123456..) basic semantic strings when modifying old
passwords, see Table IV. Hashcat [10] and JtR [25] also set
rules for adding special characters in different positions of a
password to enhance the ability to crack complex passwords.
In Table IV, we show the top-10 passwords with special
characters in datasets of different service types mentioned
in Table II, and find that special strings in passwords often
play the role of “separator”. So we propose fuzzy matching
algorithm to detect how special characters serve as separators
and calculate the corresponding probabilities.

Based on the above considerations, for RLS-PSM, we select
password datasets of different service types and account
values, and then divide them into basic datasets and special
character datasets, as the training sets, and give the parameter
settings suitable for different application scenarios.

III. ALGORITHMS

A. Module Design

RLS-PSM consists of three modules: Preprocessing module,
Probability calculation module, and Strength feedback mudule.
We will introduce them separately below.

1) Preprocessing Module: To quantify the impact of special
characters and uppercase letters on password strength, we set
Character transformation dictionary to record the probabilities
of the cases that each basic character remaining unchanged
or transforming to an uppercase letter or a special character,
and the probabilities that each special string as a separator.
Through fuzzy matching algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1), we can
convert a password into a combination of basic strings and
special strings served as separators.

We also set Password structure dictionary to record pass-
word structures and the corresponding probabilities. In a pass-
word, the substring that can be obtained from a basic password
through capitalization or leet transformations is denoted as B ,
and its probability can be calculated by LSTM; and the special
string of length n as a separator is denoted as Sn . Thus, the
password structure can be expressed as [ B̂?(Sn B)∗Sn?$].
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Fig. 2. Preprocessing module. Character transformation dictionary records
the probabilities that each basic character remaining unchanged or transform-
ing to an uppercase letter or a special character, and the probabilities that each
special string as a separator. Password structure dictionary records password
structures and the corresponding probabilities.

Fig. 3. Probability calculation module. Character transformation dictionary
and Password structure dictionary have the same meanings as in Fig. 2.

For example, the structure of P@ssword####123 is BS4 B .
We use the Laplace smoothing suggested by Ma et al. [30]
when calculating the probability of the password structure.
See Sec. III-B for details. The process is shown in Fig. 2.

2) Probability Calculation Module: We have obtained the
probabilities of capitalization, leet transformations and sepa-
rators of the entered password in Preprocessing module. Then
we use LSTM to calculate the probabilities of basic strings
output by Preprocessing module. We can get the probability
of the structure of the entered password from Password struc-
ture dictionary afterwards. By multiplying these probabilities,
we can obtain the probability of the entered password. The
process is shown in Fig. 3.

3) Strength Feedback Module: Although users can acquire
password strength (i.e., the score or the probability provided by
a PSM), it is likely that they don’t understand the real security
of a password. Egelman et al. [7] find that a user would
get a better understanding of password strength, if a PSM
also provides feedback about how her password compares
to peers. Thus, we not only provide both absolute strength
and relative strength of a password, but also implement the
peer-pressure motivator proposed in [7]. Absolute strength
reflects the actual strength of a password, and relative strength
is the difference between absolute strength and the strength of
a certain benchmark password. Website administrators using
RLS-PSM can set their own benchmark passwords according
to different application scenarios and security requirements.

Fig. 4. Strength feedback module. Pw1, pw2, pw3 and pw4 are benchmark
passwords to measure the relative strength of a password. Peer-pressure
motivator proposed in [7] means the ranking of the strength of a user’s
password in the system, expressed as the top percent.

For benchmark passwords, we elaborate on their specific
meanings, selection principles and recommended values in
Sec. III-C. Here we only briefly describe the role of each
benchmark password. Among benchmark passwords, pw1 is
the strength baseline. RLS-PSM rejects the password with the
strength lower than pw1. Pw2 is the boundary between basic
security and relative security. Pw3 is the boundary between
relative security and sufficient security. A password with the
strength between pw1 and pw3 can be accepted, but it is
still not secure enough. Thus, RLS-PSM generates multiple
candidate passwords for users to select based on the entered
password. Pw4 is the strongest password preset by the system.
The process is shown in Fig. 4.

B. Dictionary Construction, Password Preprocessing and
Probability Calculation

We construct dictionaries based on the training set and use
them to calculate the probabilities of passwords in the test set.
Firstly, we transform the uppercase letters in each password
in the training set S to the corresponding lowercase letters,
and get a new dataset Slower . Then we count the frequency of
each uppercase letter and basic character in S, and calculate
the probability that each lowercase letter transforms into the
uppercase letter and keeps unchanged. Secondly, we divide
Slower into two sets according to character compositions: Set
Sbasic consists of strings with only basic characters, and set
Sspecial consists of strings with basic characters and special
characters. We need to set an appropriate confidence ratio
(C R), and use fuzzy matching algorithm to perform leet
matching for each password in Sspecial .

It is observed that a user often performs transformations on
common basic passwords to get the final password, so we build
the dataset Smatch . This dataset consists of basic passwords
with high frequencies in Sbasic, generally frequency≥10.
When Smatch is large enough, passwords with lower fre-
quencies have little effect on the probabilities calculated
by fuzzy matching algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1). However,
we haven’t delved into the optimal frequencies in different
cases, achieving the optimal balance between the accuracy and
cost, thereby improving RLS-PSM. We treat this as a reserved
issue for future resolution. Nevertheless, this setup is sufficient
to support our analysis.

We record the string to be matched in Sspecial as str1, and
try to match it with the string str2 in S′match in descending
order of frequency. S′match is a subset of Smatch and satisfies
len(str2 in S ′match ) ≤ lenstr1 . For each str2, the number of
matching rounds is lenstr1−lenstr2+1. We compare str1 with
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Algorithm 1 Fuzzy Matching Algorithm
Input: Entered password PW = p0 p1 p2 p3 . . . pn,

con f idence ratio, Smatch

/* len (PW ) = n and pi is the i -th char in the password
PW . */
Output: Processed Password

1 for P ∈ Smatch do
2 P = c0c1c2 . . . cm /* len (P) = m and ci is the i -th

char in the password P . */
3 if m ≤ n then
4 for of f set←0 to (n − m + 1) do
5 Fuzzy Counts←0
6 for index←0 to m do
7 if pindex+of f set ∈ L ∪ D and

pindex+of f set �= cindex then
8 /* pindex+of f set is the basic type. */
9 Break

10 if pindex+of f set ∈ S then
11 /* pindex+of f set is the special type. */
12 Fuzzy Counts ++
13 Tag pindex+o f f set , Tag cindex

14 matching ratio←1− Fuzzy Counts/(m + 1)
15 if matching ratio ≥ con f idence ratio then
16 Update password: tagged pindex+of f set← cindex

Processed PW ← Updated PW

str2 character by character. If the character to be matched in
str1 is a basic character, and it is different from the character
in the corresponding position of str2, we consider this round
of matching fails. Then we move str1 one character left and
try again to match it with str2. If the character to be matched
in str1 is a special character, we temporarily believe that this
character matches the basic character in the corresponding
position of str2 successfully. Then we try to match the next
character of str1 and the next character of str2.

When one round of matching is completed, we calculate the
matching ratio (M R). M R is the proportion of the number of
successfully matched basic characters (denoted as count) in
str2, i.e., M R = count/ lenstr2 . When M R < C R, we define
that this round fails, that is, special characters cannot be
obtained from basic characters by leet transformations. When
str1 and str2 matches successfully, we perform reverse leet
transformations on special characters in str1, according to the
characters in the corresponding positions of str2. The meaning
of successful matching is that, a substring of str1 is the same
as str2, or some basic characters in str2 are transformed into
special characters by leet transformations. If all characters in
str1 are matched, we end the matching attempts for str1.
Otherwise, we try to match str1 with the next str2 in S′match ,
and repeat the process.

After trying to match all str1 in Sspecial , we record all
matched cases and the corresponding probabilities in Charac-
ter transformation dictionary, including all capitalization and
cases that basic characters leet to special characters. For each

unmatched special string, we regard it as a separator and store
its probability in Character transformation dictionary.

To understand the above process intuitively, we show a toy
example here. Suppose C R = 0.5 and a certain password is
P@ssword####12. We first record the capitalization p→P
and get the string str1=p@ssword####12 (lenstr1 = 14).
So S′match = {123456, password, 000012} satisfies
len(str2 in S ′match ) ≤ lenstr1 .

When str2 = 123456 and lenstr2 = 6, lenstr1−lenstr2 = 8.
In the first round of matching, we try to match p@sswo in
str1 and str2. Firstly, we compare p in p@sswo and 1 in str2.
Since the p and 1 are different basic characters, this round of
matching fails. In the second round of matching, we try to
match @sswor (in str1) and str2. Since @ in @sswor is a
special character, we temporarily believe that @ matches 1 in
str2 successfully. Then we compare the first s in @sswor
with 2 in str2, and find this matching fails for s and 2 are
different basic characters. Repeat the process and we finally
find that ####12 and str2 fails to match.

Then, we switch to the next basic password in S′match . Now
str2 = password, lenstr2 = 8 and lenstr1 − lenstr2 = 6.
In the first round of matching, we try to match p@ssword
(in str1) and str2. Firstly, we compare p in p@ssword and
p in str2, and find they are the same. Then we compare @ in
p@ssword and a in str2, and temporarily consider them to
match. Next we compare the first s in p@ssword and the
first s in str2, and find they are the same. Repeat the process
until the first round of matching ends. At this time, count = 7.
We find that M Rp@ssword = count/ lenstr2 = 7/8 = 0.875 >
C R, which means that p@ssword successfully matches str2.
Thus, we record the leet transformation a→@, and update str1
immediately to password####12. In the second round of
matching, we try to match assword# (in str1) and str2.
Repeat the process and we finally find that rd####12 and
str2 fail to match.

Finally, we switch to the last basic password in S′match .
This moment, str2 = 000012, lenstr2 = 6 and lenstr1 −
lenstr2 = 8. In the first round of matching, we try to
match passwo (in str1) and str2. Firstly, we compare p
in passwo and the first 0 in str2, and find this round of
matching fails. Repeat the process until we try to match
####12 and str2 in the last round of matching, where
count = 2. We find that M R####12 = count/ lenstr2 =
2/6 ≈ 0.33 < C R, which means that ####12 fails to
match str2. Since we have exhausted S′match , although some
strings in P@ssword####12 have not been matched by the
basic passwords (i.e., str2) in S′match , we have completed
the matching attempts on P@ssword####12. We record the
capitalization p→P, the leet transformation a→@, the sep-
arator ####, the basic strings password and 12, and the
password structure BS4 B , accordingly. For BS4 B , the first B
represents the password fragment P@ssword converted from
the basic string password, S4 represents the separator ####,
and the second B represents the basic string 12.

According to the security and accuracy requirements of
the real-life application scenarios, C Rs are adopted to adjust
the contribution of special characters to password strength,
and to determine whether special characters are used for leet
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TABLE V

PROBABILITIES OF LEET TRANSFORMATIONS OF CERTAIN LETTERS UNDER DIFFERENT CONFIDENCE RATIOS IN TIANYA AND CSDN DATASETS

Fig. 5. Illustration of processing the entered password P@ssword####12.

transformations or separators. Table V shows the probabilities
of leet transformations of certain letters under different C Rs
in Tianya and CSDN datasets (see Table II for details). The
results show that the probabilities of leet transformations
decrease with the increase of C Rs. After building the dic-
tionaries, we can calculate the probability of the entered pass-
word, based on the probabilities of different cases recorded
in the dictionaries. Suppose the entered password contains
basic characters, uppercase letters and special characters. First,
we convert all uppercase letters in the password to the corre-
sponding lowercase letters, and look up in Character trans-
formation dictionary to get the transformation probabilities.
Then we try to match the password with the basic passwords
in S′match using fuzzy matching algorithm, and record the
cases that special characters in the entered password used for
leet transformations or separators. We can also acquire the
probabilities of these cases by looking up in Character trans-
formation dictionary. Finally, we get the password structure
(expressed as [ B̂?(Sn B)∗Sn?$], see Sec. III-A.1), and look
up in Password structure dictionary to get the password prob-
ability. Each B in a password structure corresponds to a basic
string, and we take all these basic strings as the input to LSTM
to calculate their probabilities. For ease of understanding,
we assume that the entered password is P@ssword####12
(same as the above example), and show the process
in Fig. 5.

The LSTM settings adopted by RLS-PSM are one input
layer, two hidden layers (256 neurons in each layer), one soft-
max layer and one output layer. After training on Sbasic, LSTM
can output the probability of the next character according
to the prefix character sequence. LSTM carries out iterative
operations continuously, and outputs the probabilities of all
basic strings. With all probabilities obtained above, we can
calculate the password probability by multiplying them. This
process shows that RLS-PSM conforms to the probabilistic
model. See Appendix for the proof.

C. Password Strength Feedback

We have introduced the design idea and basic concepts of
Strength feedback module in Sec. III-A. The design principle
of each benchmark password is elaborated below:

1) Pw1: guess numbers ≥ 104. Network servers of modern
service providers are equipped with the malicious traffic
detection mechanism, and often limit the number of daily IP
logins [19], [20], [23]. If the acceptable password cracking
time for an attacker is four months, the maximum guess num-
ber of a large-scale online guessing is about 104 [23]. Since
the most cost-effective method for the attacker is preferentially
trying popular passwords to log in to the victim’s account [31],
many services adopt suspicious login detection [32] and lock-
out policies [33], which are effective to resist most online
dictionary attacks. So we denote that pw1 is the baseline of
password strength for websites. As long as a user’s password
is not in the blocklist, this basic strength can be achieved.

2) Pw2: guess numbers ≥ 107. Suppose we ignore all the
site restrictions, only consider the network transmission rate,
and think that the targeted account is worth a large-scale
guessing. Then an attacker’s maximum guess number within
the tolerable password cracking time is about 107 [32]. When
guess numbers > 107, an attacker’s profit will not increase
significantly with the increase of guess numbers [23]. Thus,
a password with pw2 strength can basically meet the require-
ments of most websites for password lengths and character
compositions, and can also resist online guessing.

3) Pw3: guess numbers ≥ 1014. Guess numbers of offline
guessing are much higher than that of online guessing, which
can reach 1011 or even 1014 [13], [34]. Freeman et al. [32] has
pointed out that the upper limit of guess numbers for offline
guessing (breadth-first) is 1014, and has proved that 1014 is
the limit of the optimal profit in this case. Thus for pw3,
we set guess numbers ≥ 1014, taking into account that guess
numbers of most passwords are 106∼1014. It can be seen that
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TABLE VI

PROBABILITY INTERVALS OF BENCHMARK PASSWORDS OF RLS-PSM UNDER DIFFERENT SERVICE TYPES

passwords with guess numbers ≥ 1014 can basically protect
accounts against the existing GPU computing power [35].

4) Pw4: guess numbers ≥ 1020. We use the Monte Carlo
method [24] to calculate the guess numbers and the corre-
sponding coverage rates, and find that the coverage rates of
all algorithms reach saturation when guess numbers are around
1020. Thus passwords with guess numbers ≥ 1020 are secure.

Website administrators can adjust benchmark passwords
according to the above principles. To reduce the cost of
calculations, we transform the lower limit of guess numbers
of a benchmark password into the corresponding probability
interval, as shown in Table VI.

When the strength of the entered password is between pw1
and pw3, according to Character transformation dictionary,
RLS-PSM recommends a number of strong enough candidate
passwords for the user to choose from. RLS-PSM first ran-
domly selects one or several characters of the entered pass-
word, and then randomly selects some transformation cases in
Character transformation dictionary and execute them. These
measures can ensure that candidate passwords are sufficiently
secure (guess numbers ≥ pw3) and memorable.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first show the basic information about
password datasets used in this paper. Then, we introduce main-
stream PSMs and password cracking tools for comparison,
and explain why they are selected. Next, we describe the
experimental methods of robustness and accuracy analysis.
Finally, we discuss the corresponding experimental results.

A. Password Datasets for Experiments

Stobert and Biddle [36] have shown that users are rational,
and they often set passwords with high strength for high-value
accounts and low strength for low-value accounts. This will
result in an obvious stratified phenomenon in the strength
of password datasets of different service types. Considering
the economic value and password policies of websites, users
often reuse passwords among similar accounts [3], [9], [26],
[36]. Wang et al. [21] found that a single user may have many
accounts on websites with service types such as shopping,
email and forum, and she will reuse more passwords on these
sites. To accurately evaluate password strength, we should
regard the impact of different service types.

We collect 12 large-scale real-world password datasets
leaked in the past ten years (see Table II), and they come
from websites with different service types, scales, locations
and languages. These datasets are all publicly available and are

widely used in existing related research (e.g., [8], [15]–[17]).
We divide them into the following six categories according to
the security levels of different service types in [23].

Most portal accounts are mainly used for viewing, consult-
ing and logging in to related sub-websites, so they belong to
“don’t care” category. Accounts of social networking websites
are easy to retrieve even if they are compromised, thus they
belong to “low-consequence” category. The compromise of
game accounts will cause the decline of the game level or the
loss of the virtual game equipment, but the impact is relatively
limited. So they belong to “medium-consequence” category.
The most commonly used email accounts are associated with
many other websites and applications. If an email account
is compromised, it will damage the security of a series of
accounts, thus it belongs to “high-consequence” category.
Commercial accounts are often related to various payment
methods and personal privacy information. Such accounts will
directly cause economic loss if they are compromised, and
they belong to “ultra-sensitive” category, accordingly. For the
forum category, we choose CSDN as the representative for
the reason that its users are technicians with a high degree of
password security awareness.

B. PSMs and Password Cracking Tools for Comparison

Unless otherwise specified, we will test the robustness and
accuracy of the following PSMs and password cracking tools
in Sec. IV-D and Sec. IV-E, and compare them with RLS-PSM.

1) PCFG-Based PSM / fuzzyPSM: In 2009, Weir et al. [18]
proposed PCFG, which is recognized as a leading password
attacking algorithm in academia. Based on this, in 2012,
Houshmand and Aggarwal [16] applied PCFG [18] to pass-
word strength evaluation and designed PCFG-based PSM.
In 2016, Wang et al. [8] firstly used the idea of password reuse
for password strength evaluation, and proposed fuzzyPSM
based on the fuzzy-PCFG algorithm. FuzzyPSM [8] performs
the best in evaluating passwords with lower strength. To char-
acterize users’ password reuse behaviors, fuzzyPSM [8]
requires a password dataset similar to that of the target website
(corresponding to the test set) as a basic dictionary during
training. Moreover, according to Wang et al.’s [8] suggestion,
the basic dictionary should be weaker than the training set.
Therefore, we choose the top-105 passwords of the training
set as the basic dictionary for fuzzyPSM [8].

2) Markov-Based PSM: In 2012, Castelluccia et al. [17]
put forward Markov-based PSM. In this paper, we choose
3-gram and 4-gram Markov-based PSM [17] for their good
performance and acceptable cost.
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3) RNN: Melicher et al. [15] proposed an RNN-based PSM
in 2016. RNN [15] is deployed on the client side, allowing
using special encoding and bloom filter, and has incomparable
advantages over other existing PSMs in evaluating passwords
with medium or higher strength.

4) JtR / Hashcat: Rule-based password cracking tools (e.g.,
JtR [25] and Hashcat [10]) can also be used to compare with
PSMs. This is because evaluating attempts and guess numbers
are obtained in similar ways. See Sec. IV-C for details. For
JtR [25], we use the SpiderLabs mangling rules [37]. For
Hashcat [10], we adopt the best64 and gen2 rule sets integrated
in the software. Ur et al. [38] found that, as JtR [25] and
Hashcat [10] guess in different orders, there are significant
differences in the validity of guessing a certain password.
JtR [25] first traverses the entire wordlist using the current
rule, and then tries the next rule. On the contrary, Hashcat [10]
first traverses all rules for one password, and then tries the next
password, which requires higher computing power. We use
Password Guessability Service (PGS) [38] to do the relevant
experiments. Since passwords generated by JtR [25] and
Hashcat [10] are not sorted, which doesn’t meet the premise
of accuracy test, we don’t use them for accuracy comparison.
Thus, we only use JtR [25] and Hashcat [10] for robustness
test.

5) Zxcvbn: Wheeler [14] proposed an improved Zxcvbn
in 2016. It is evaluated as the best pattern-detection based
PSM [20], which quantifies the impact of various character
types and patterns on password strength. In the assessment
of Golla and Dürmuth [20], Zxcvbn [14] has no obvious
disadvantages in accuracy compared with other PSMs based on
attacking algorithms (e.g., [8], [15]–[17]). However, its guess
numbers are usually not equal to the actual guess numbers.
So Zxcvbn [14] is not suitable for evaluating the robustness.
In addition, the Monte Carlo method [24] can be applied when
the guessing probability is equal to the sampling probability.
Apparently, Zxcvbn [14] doesn’t meet this, so we only test its
accuracy.

C. Experimental Methods of Robustness and Accuracy
Analysis

1) Methods of Robustness Analysis: According to different
design ideas, PSMs can be divided into rule-based (e.g.,
NIST [11]), pattern matching-based (e.g., Zxcvbn [14] and
KeePass [12]), and attacking algorithm-based (e.g., RLS-
PSM, PCFG-based PSM [16], fuzzyPSM [8], Markov-based
PSM [17] and RNN [15]). Ur et al. [5] found that password
guessability can be quantified as the time complexity of
cracking a password, generally expressed as guess numbers,
which is an effective measure of password strength. Therefore,
attacking algorithm-based PSMs generally can better reflect
the anti-guessing ability of a password, and can usually
evaluate password strength more accurately and effectively
compared to rule-based PSMs and pattern matching-based
PSMs [8]. So we use evaluating attempts to measure the num-
ber of attempts (or cost) required for a PSM to successfully
evaluate a password.

The evaluation process is as follows: First, a PSM generates
a list of unique passwords in descending order of password

probability. Then we try to match a password pw with pass-
words in the guess list. If pw matches the password with index
N , it means that the PSM can evaluate the strength of pw
under N evaluating attempts, and the password strength of pw
is N . Otherwise, it indicates that the PSM cannot successfully
evaluate the strength of pw under N evaluating attempts.
In this paper, the robustness of a PSM refers to the ability of
the PSM to evaluate password strength normally (i.e., without
failure). Under the given evaluating attempts, the more pass-
words a PSM can successfully evaluate, the more robust the
PSM is.

The robustness of an attacking algorithm-based PSM
depends on the effectiveness of its built-in algorithm. Thus,
we take the Fraction of Successfully Evaluated (FSE) to
evaluate the robustness of a PSM. FSE means that, under
a certain test set and evaluating attempts, the fraction of
passwords that the PSM can successfully evaluate. Under
the same evaluating attempts, the higher the FSE, the more
passwords the PSM can successfully evaluate and the stronger
the robustness. Since the methods of obtaining evaluating
attempts and guess numbers are similar, password cracking
tools like JtR [25] and Hashcat [10] can also be used to
compare the robustness.

The robustness analysis includes three types of experi-
ments: Homogeneous experiments, heterogeneous experiments
and classification validity experiments. In all these experi-
ments, C R = 0.5, and Smatch is composed of passwords
with frequency ≥ 10 in Sbasic. For each PSM, after train-
ing the algorithm, we use the Monte Carlo method [24]
to calculate the evaluating attempts for each password in
the test set, and then draw the curve of FSE as eval-
uating attempts increase. The meanings of these three
types of experiments are as follows, see Sec. IV-D for
details.

a) Homogeneous experiments: The training set and test
set of this kind of experiments have the same service type (e.g.,
tr: Portal, ts: Portal). Aside from Portal, for the passwords of
each service type in Table II, we randomly select 1 million
passwords as the test set, and use the remaining passwords
as the training set. Since the number of passwords in Portal
is relatively small, we randomly select half of the passwords
as the training set and the other half as the test set. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.

b) Heterogeneous experiments: The training set and test
set of this kind of experiments are of different service types
(e.g., tr: Game, ts: Email). Other settings of heterogeneous
experiments are the same as homogeneous ones. Due to
space constraints, although we have done 30 groups of het-
erogeneous experiments, we only show 12 groups in this
paper, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The unshown results are
similar.

c) Classification validity experiments: The parameter set-
ting of RLS-PSM is specific to the service type of the
site, so the site manager can directly adopt RLS-PSM cor-
responding to the service type. Thus, classification valid-
ity experiments are to prove that, when trained with the
password datasets of the same service type as the targeted
website, the robustness of the PSM is almost the same
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Fig. 6. Homogeneous experimental results for RLS-PSM, typical PSMs and password cracking tools. Homogeneous experiments are experiments with the
same service type of the training set and the test set (e.g., tr: Portal, ts: Portal). The green lines show that RLS-PSM generally outperforms other mainstream
PSMs when evaluating passwords with medium or high evaluating attempts (>104).

Fig. 7. Partial heterogeneous experimental results for RLS-PSM, typical PSMs and password cracking tools. Heterogeneous experiments are experiments
with different service types of the training set and the test set (e.g., tr: Game, ts: Email). Due to space constraints, without loss of generality, here we only
show results of the training set and test set with the service type of Game, Email or Commercial. The unshown results are similar. The results show that the
performance of all peers is reduced to varying degrees compared to that in Fig. 6. While the green lines show that RLS-PSM generally outperforms other
mainstream PSMs in most cases.
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Fig. 8. Partial heterogeneous experimental results for RLS-PSM, typical PSMs and password cracking tools. Heterogeneous experiments are experiments
with different service types of the training set and the test set (e.g., tr: Social, ts: Portal). Due to space constraints, without loss of generality, here we only
show results of the training set and test set with the service type of Social, Portal or Forum. The unshown results are similar. The results show that the
performance of all peers is reduced to varying degrees compared to that in Fig. 6. While the green lines show that RLS-PSM generally outperforms other
mainstream PSMs in most cases.

as when trained with the targeted website’s own password
dataset.

Take the RLS-PSM training and testing on password
datasets of Social as an example. We take a certain password
dataset of Social as the targeted password dataset, denoted
as T G; each other single password dataset is denoted as SG.
We randomly select 1 million passwords in T G as the test set,
and select the passwords as the training set in the following
cases (denoted as C):

C1. Randomly select 1 million passwords from a certain SG
as the training set.

C2. Randomly select 1 million passwords from the dataset
obtained after merging all SG as the training set.

C3. Randomly select another 1 million passwords from T G
as the training set.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9.
2) Methods of Accuracy Analysis: To evaluate the accuracy

of a PSM, one can measure its distance from the ideal PSM.1

This can be achieved by calculating the correlation between the
ranked guess numbers produced by each meter [8]. Following
Golla and Dürmuth [20], we use the weighted Spearman
correlation coefficient (wspearman) to measure the accuracy
of PSMs. As this indicator has been demonstrated to be one
of the most reliable correlation metrics [20]. Note that most
passwords appear infrequently, so that the strength of such a
password is not suitable to be approximated by its frequency
[8], [19], [39]. To reduce approximation errors, we select

1The meaning of the ideal PSM is to use the frequency of a password in a
real-world dataset to indicate password strength. The higher the frequency of
a password, the lower the strength [8].

top-104 most popular passwords from different service types
in Table II in the experiments, referring to the methods in [20]
and [29].

We use wspearman to measure the accuracy of 3-gram
and 4-gram Markov-based PSM [17], PCFG-based PSM [16],
fuzzyPSM [8], Zxcvbn [14], RNN [15] and RLS-PSM, respec-
tively. Due to space constraints, we only show the detailed
experimental results of Social, Email and Forum, as shown
in Fig. 10. The unshown results are similar.

D. Robustness Analysis and Discussion

Modern network service providers tend to limit the pass-
word length and character composition, or adopt the black-
list detection mechanism to urge users to set more secure
passwords. In this case, evaluating attempts of passwords
are often greater than 104 [19], [23]. Many attacking
algorithm-based PSMs (e.g., [15]–[17]) have the highest
robustness when evaluating attempts are in 104∼1010. PSMs
are often limited by equipment, power and time costs, so usu-
ally evaluating attempts < 1010. Hence, it is very impor-
tant to effectively evaluate passwords with moderate strength
(evaluating attempts in 104∼1010). Fig. 6 shows that, in homo-
geneous experiments, RLS-PSM performs the best when eval-
uating passwords with medium or high evaluating attempts
(>104), which is significantly better than all mainstream
counterparts for comparison.

In homogeneous experiments, the corresponding FSE of
RLS-PSM is about 15% and up to 20% when evaluating
attempts ≈ 104, and the FSE is more than 80% and up
to 90% when evaluating attempts ≈ 1010. What’s more,
the social category contains many password datasets with
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Fig. 9. Partial classification validity experimental results. The unshown results are similar. These experiments are to prove that, when trained with the
password datasets of the same service as the targeted website, the robustness of the PSM is almost the same as when trained with the targeted website’s own
password dataset. Here we take the RLS-PSM training and testing on datasets of Social as an example. We take a certain dataset of Social as the targeted
password dataset, denoted as T G; each other single dataset is denoted as SG . As for different training and testing cases (i.e., C1, C2 and C3), see Sec. IV-C.

Fig. 10. Accuracy experimental results of Social, Email and Forum for RLS-PSM and representative PSMs. A value k on the x axis means that the data
point in the plot is calculated for the set of the top 1, 2,…, k-ranked passwords. The green lines indicate that, for accuracy, RLS-PSM is second only to
fuzzyPSM [8] and is significantly better than other PSMs for comparison.

different languages and password policies. This is an important
reason why RLS-PSM performs slightly worse in Social than
in other service types. Moreover, this phenomenon also proves
that in addition to the service type, the language and password
policy of the training set can truly affect the experimental
results. As for JtR [25] and Hashcat [10], their FSE is
significantly lower than other PSMs when evaluating attempts
are in 100∼105. But their FSE grows rapidly when evaluating
attempts are in 105∼1012. This may be due to the low overlap
between their dictionaries and test sets.

Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show that, FSE of RLS-PSM grows
rapidly when evaluating attempts are between 106 and 1020,
from about 50% to 99.9%, with a relative growth rate of about
100%. However, FSE of RLS-PSM under 100∼104 is slightly
lower than some PSMs (e.g., fuzzyPSM [8] and RNN [15]).
This is because most passwords with lower evaluating attempts
are shorter in length and higher in frequency. So Markov-based
PSM [17] and PCFG-based PSM [16] based on probability
statistics can extract the connections between characters of
such passwords quite efficiently. Thus their FSE is naturally
higher. Nevertheless, RLS-PSM based on LSTM is not suitable
for evaluating such passwords.

In Fig. 6, the saturation points of PCFG-based PSM [16]
and fuzzyPSM [8] are in 50%∼83.1%, which are much lower
than that of other PSMs (close to 100%). The reason is
that the PSMs (such as [8], [16]) based on PCFG limit the

number of generated password structures. With the increase
of evaluating attempts, the number of password structures
tends to be saturated, and password compositions tend to be
single, so FSE almost stops growing. The saturation point of
fuzzyPSM [8] is higher than that of PCFG-based PSM [16],
since the structures of passwords generated by the former are
based on basic strings, which to some extent increases the
diversity of password compositions.

Because passwords with high evaluating attempts often have
complex structures and various compositions, RLS-PSM based
on LSTM performs quite well when evaluating attempts are
higher, by generating a variety of random strings. For example,
when evaluating attempts are in 106∼1010, FSE of RLS-PSM
is 13.9%∼36.3% higher than that of 3-gram Markov-based
PSM [17], and 10.7%∼35.6% higher than that of 4-gram
Markov-based PSM [17]. Even in heterogeneous experiments
(see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8), when evaluating attempts > 105,
RLS-PSM and RNN [15] based on LSTM have significantly
higher FSE compared to other PSMs in most cases.

To efficiently evaluate the password strength, it is necessary
to consider the service type of a password dataset. Except
for Zxcvbn [14], most PSMs extract character compositions
of password datasets during training, and some PSMs extract
character transformations, too. When using a training set that
has a different service type from the test set, the performance
of PSMs will decrease significantly. It can be seen from Fig. 7
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Fig. 8 that the performance of all PSMs decreases in different
degrees in heterogeneous experiments, reflected in the slow
growth of FSE and the decrease of saturation points. FSE
of RLS-PSM is reduced by at least 5% when evaluating
attempts > 108.

Here is an interesting phenomenon in heterogeneous exper-
iments. That is, no matter what the service type of the training
set is, when the service type of the test set is portal, the perfor-
mance of RLS-PSM is always better than in other situations.
There are two possible explanations. First, the test set of
Portal has a larger proportion of passwords containing special
characters and uppercase letters, which is more beneficial to
fuzzy matching algorithm. These proportions are 10.5% for
Portal, 5.7% for Email, 8.4% for Forum, 4.9% for Game,
19.6% for Social and 5.8% for Commercial. Second, the size
of the test set of Portal (about 0.2 million) is significantly
smaller than that of other service types (1 million), so FSE of
Portal rises faster.

For classification validity experiments, without loss of gen-
erality, we take Fig. 9(a) with T G as Tianya as an example
for analysis. For cases C1 (i.e., the training set is a dataset
different from the test set) and C2 (i.e., the training set includes
several datasets of the same service type), when evaluating
attempts are 106 and 1020, FSE can reach 37.3% and 82.3%.
For case C3 (i.e., the training set is the same as the test set),
when evaluating attempts are 106 and 1020, FSE are 44.3%
and 82.5%. This is because passwords in the same dataset are
the most similar. On average, when SG is Renren, Rockyou
and Twitter, FSE of case C1 is 3.1%, 14.2% and 14.5%
lower than case C3, respectively. This shows that password
datasets with the same language have more similar properties.
Compared with case C1 (SG: Rockyou or SG: Twitter), FSE
of case C2 increases by about 7%. Therefore, when there is
a lack of sufficient training set, it is only required that the
service type of the training set and the targeted website are
the same; this can ensure a PSM has high robustness. The
above analysis also highlights the influences of languages on
passwords, and we will consider them in future work.

E. Accuracy Analysis and Discussion

The larger the wspearman value (ranges in [-1,1]) between
the tested PSM and the ideal PSM, the better the accuracy of
the former. In Fig. 10, we can see that, RLS-PSM maintains
the advantage of fuzzyPSM [8] in terms of accuracy, and it is
significantly better than other attacking algorithm-based PSMs
for comparison (such as Markov-based PSM [17], PCFG-
based PSM [16] and RNN [15]) and Zxcvbn [14]. It is worth
pointing out that Zxcvbn [14], as a representative of pattern
matching-based PSMs, is more accurate than RNN [15] and
Markov-based PSM [17]. One possible explanation is that,
popular passwords often contain many common patterns [8]
(e.g., digit/letter sequences, keyboard patterns), which con-
forms to the design principle of Zxcvbn [14].

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new password strength meter (PSM),
called RLS-PSM, based on password reuse, leet trans-
formations, and separation. We compared it with several

mainstream PSMs (including Markov-based PSM [17], PCFG-
based PSM [16], fuzzyPSM [8], RNN [15] and Zxcvbn [14])
and password cracking tools (including Hashcat [10] and
JtR [25]) in terms of robustness and accuracy. The experi-
mental results showed that, RLS-PSM generally significantly
outperforms all its counterparts under offline guessing, and it
is more accurate than other mainstream PSMs for comparison
except fuzzyPSM [8]. In addition, RLS-PSM uses benchmark
passwords to show a user the relative strength of her entered
password and gives her candidate passwords for selection
based on the original password. Furthermore, we did homo-
geneous and heterogeneous experiments respectively to reveal
that, it is important to set different parameter values for a PSM
under varied application scenarios.

APPENDIX

PROOF THAT RLS-PSM CONFORMS TO THE

PROBABILISTIC MODEL

A PSM that complies with the probabilistic model can
conveniently estimate the guess number of the password
using the Monte Carlo method [24], and then calculate the
password strength. In this way, there is no need to con-
sume a large computing resources to generate the guess
list to calculate the guess number. PCFG-based PSM [16],
fuzzyPSM [8], Markov-based PSMs (such as 3-gram and 4-
gram Markov [17]) and neural network-based PSMs (such
as RNN [15]) all satisfy the probabilistic model. We use
ϒ to denote the set of characters that can be used
in passwords, which usually includes 95 printable ASCII
characters, namely lowercase letters (L), uppercase letters
(U ), digits (D), and special characters (S). Among them,
L and D are basic characters (see Sec.II-A). Assuming
that the password length l allowed by the website ranges
from lmin to lmax , thus, the set of allowed passwords
(denoted as �) is

� =
lmax⋃

l=lmin

ϒ l (1)

A PSM based on the attacking algorithm calculates the
construction probability of a password pw to evaluate its
strength. When the sum of the construction probabilities of
all passwords in � under a certain PSM is 1, it indicates that
the PSM satisfies the probabilistic model, which is expressed
as

P(�) =
∑

pw∈�
P(pw) = 1 (2)

RLS-PSM first converts uppercase letters in a password
into the corresponding lowercase letters, and then divides the
password into basic strings and special strings according to
character types. A basic string (denoted as strb) is composed
of basic characters α, where α ∈ L ∪ D; ST RB is the set of
basic strings. A special string of length i (1 ≤ i ≤ lmax ) is
denoted as str i

s , which is composed of special characters β,
where β ∈ S; ST Ri

S is the set of such special strings. So there
are

ST RB =
lmax⋃
l=1

αl (3)
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and

ST Ri
S =

⋃
β i (4)

We use B and Si to mark basic strings and special strings
of length i in passwords. Let B# be the password structure
with B as the head and # as the remaining part; Si # be the
password structure with Si as the head and # as the remaining
part. The following equation can be obtained showing that the
password structure conforms to the probabilistic model

Pstru.(B#)+
lmax∑
i=1

Pstru.(Si #) = 1 (5)

where Pstru.(·) means the probability of password structure.
RLS-PSM uses LSTM to calculate the probabilities of basic

strings. According to the characteristics of LSTM, the sum of
the probabilities of all basic strings is 1, so there is

∑
strb∈ST RB

P(strb) = 1 (6)

The sum of the probabilities of special strings of the same
length is also 1, which is expressed as

∑

stri
s∈ST Ri

S

P(str i
s ) = 1 (7)

For RLS-PSM, some passwords do not contain uppercase
letters, and special strings in them are used as separators.
For example, the password password%%%123 does not
contain uppercase letters, and %%% is used as a separator.
Meanwhile, password is the head, marked as B; %%%123
is the remaining part, marked as #. In #, %%% is marked as S3
and 123 is marked as B . For such passwords, the probability
of the # part in Eq. 5 is expressed as

P(#) =
∏
B∈#

∑
strb∈ST RB

P(strb)×
∏
Si∈#

∑

stri
s∈ST Ri

S

P(str i
s ) (8)

Therefore, when the password structure is B#, the sum of
the password probability is

P(B#) = Pstru.(B#)×
⎛
⎝ ∑

strb∈ST RB

P(strb)

⎞
⎠× P(#) (9)

When the password structure is Si #, the sum of the password
probability is

P(Si #) = Pstru.(Si #)×
⎛
⎜⎝

∑

stri
s∈ST Ri

S

P(str i
s )

⎞
⎟⎠× P(#) (10)

So the sum of the probabilities of the passwords that have
not been transformed is

P(�′) = P(B#)+
lmax∑
i=1

P(Si #) = 1 (11)

where �′ is the set of passwords consisting of basic strings
and separators.

However, other passwords contain uppercase letters or spe-
cial characters that can be transformed from basic characters.

For example, P@ssword%%%123 is obtained by transforma-
tions p→P and a→@ from the above password%%%123.
So we record a basic character that can be transformed as δ,
where δ ∈ L ∪ D. We mark a character transformed from δ as
ε, and the corresponding transformation number as nδ→ε ; the
set of all possible ε is �, where ε ∈ � and � ⊂ S ∪U . Then
the probability that δ transforms into ε is

P(δ→ ε) = nδ→ε/
∑
θ∈�

nδ→θ (12)

Record the probability of the character δ being transformed
to other possible characters as Ptrans.(δ), which satisfies

Ptrans.(δ) =
∑
θ∈�

P(δ→ θ) = 1 (13)

Record the set of basic characters that can be transformed
as 
, so there is

P(�) = P(�′)×
∏
δ∈


Ptrans.(δ) = 1 (14)

The result of Eq. 14 is the same as that of Eq. 2, so
RLS-PSM conforms to the probabilistic model.
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